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Practicalities

About the venue
Our event, ‘Seeing Problems as Opportunities,’ will take place at the Teamleader HQ 
office. The address is Dok-Noord 3A/101, 9000 Ghent. There is an instruction 
video on how to reach the Teamleader office.

Follow the signs ‘Teamleader’ or ‘Breaking the Silos’ at the entrance. When the front 
door is closed, ring the doorbell or call the number mentioned on the note at the 
door. You can find a picture of the inside and outside of the venue below.

For persons with reduced mobility (PRM), the venue is accessible. When you arrive, 
take the elevator to the first floor to register your attendance. Someone from 
Teamleader will assist you to the second floor (unavailable without a badge) from 
where you can reach the toilets, kitchen/networking area, and the auditorium where 
the talks occur.

https://www.teamleader.eu/office-directions
https://www.teamleader.eu/office-directions
https://www.teamleader.eu/office-directions
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How to get there

If you come by public transport
Train

The venue is within 15-20 minutes walking distance of the train station Gent-
Dampoort. 

On the image, follow the blue line. From the 'Gent Dampoort' train station, walk west 
and cross the roundabout Dampoort towards 'Oktrooiplein' (Quantum building with all 
the glass). Take the street "Kleindokkaai" (next to the Quantum building and river, 
and follow this road until you get to the 'Bataviabrug' (a wooden pedestrian bridge 
crossing the river) and cross the bridge. At the end, cross the road and go right on 
the 'Dok Noord' street's sidewalk. You will find your destination on the left at the first 
crossing.
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If you come by car
There is public parking underneath the building 'Indigo Dok Noord' (see the possible 
exits of the parking for pedestrians marked in blue on the image below - and the 
route towards the entrance for Teamleader). Or, you may find a parking space in the 
surrounding streets (mostly, you have to pay till 23:00).

Bus or tram

The venue is within 5-10 walking distance of the bus (line 5 or 8) stop 'Dok Noord' or 
tram line 4 stop 'Heilig Kerst'.

https://stad.gent/nl/openingsuren-adressen/parking-dok-noord
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If you come by bike
You can park your bike at Hal 16 or at the shopping centre Dok Noord.

Language and code of conduct
The language at the meetup is English to be as inclusive as possible.

We would like to ask you to also talk in English during the breaks and networking. 
This way, non-Dutch speaking participants can also easily join your conversation.

Please note our Code of Conduct applies throughout the entire event. You can find 
the code at https://breakingthesilos.be/code-of-conduct/.

Catering
There will be food (also veggie) and drinks available (offered by Teamleader) as of 
6:00 PM.

About the programme
You're welcome at Teamleader as of 6:00 PM.

We will start with the talks at 6:30 PM, strict.

Too late or cannot make it in time? You'll be able to access the venue until 18:45.

There will be a break between the talks.

Afterwards, you will get the opportunity to network until 10:00 PM at the latest.

https://breakingthesilos.be/code-of-conduct/

